Mid-sized Explosive Blast Simulator

The Model X-05 uses Explotrain's patented propane/oxygen system to create realistic explosive battlefield effects

- Realistic yet safe explosive effects
- Extremely low operating cost
- Easily concealable
- Can be partially buried or submerged
- Long range remote control
The explosive blasts produced by the X-05 result in an adjustable 100-120+dB punch of sound that is felt as well as heard, providing the necessary realism required for effective training.

The X-05 produces adjustable blasts of 100-125+dB with an accompanying shockwave for extremely realistic yet safe simulation of the effects of IEDs, artillery, roadside bombs, etc. The waterproof construction and separate gas supply allow the X-05 to be easily concealed in a variety of training scenarios. Initiation methods include Explotrain’s Long Range Transmitters, X-CAP Blasting Cap Transmitters, and hard wired switches such as trip wires or pressure plates.

Specifications

• 35lb-27 inch tall Sound Chamber for one man carry
• 100-125+dB adjustable blast report
• Fire up to 60 shots per minute
• Automatic temperature compensation
• 800m remote control
• AA battery power supply
• DOD 60559.9-STD and AFMAN 91-201 Compliant